
This That These Those (Demonstrative Pronouns)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The first of ________ was a healthful extension of French territory.1. these

The problem seems to have exercised ________ who knew him best in life.2. those

________ is especially true of the later epistles.3. This

However, he sat down as usual under the bridge, and ________ time he
sighed from the bottom of his heart.
4. this

The first of ________ was to see her baby King properly received and
acknowledged as their sovereign by the nation.
5. these

And thereupon his mind flew off again, and ________ time rested on the
figures of his own immediate circle of friends.
6. this

But next night he was back again, and ________ time got safely off with
the goose.
7. this

The first of ________ is the village, the second the district, priest.8. these

The last time I lost my boots will always be remembered by ________ who
were in the same command.
9. those

________'s the way I call it.10. That

Rules for going out to supper at a large party are the same as ________
at a ball.
11. those

________'s the way I look at it.12. That

As he was shouldering the first of ________, Agnes stopped him.13. these

Other men maybe kind and good if they like; I must be stern, or I shall fall
into the hands of ________ who hate me-hate me because I have been just,
and have visited heavy sins with heavy chastisements.

14.
those

There was no struggling on their part to get out of the hands of ________
who held them.
15. those
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The name of every boy sent to me was unknown to me to the moment of
his arrival; the names of ________ who are to come are equally unknown.
16.

those

________'s what they all are.17. That

A prettier child has never been seen, and to ________ day I do not know
whether it was the little one or his mother who received the kiss.
18. this

The first of ________ was to cover the phonograph.19. these

You may talk for ever about feelings, and you teach nothing about them to
________ who have not experienced them.
20.

those
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